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Abstract. In prior work, we developed a new technique that uses solution spaces to generate hints for student automatically, without any need
for instructor intervention [3]. Now, we have worked with our collaborators on the CloudCoder[2] project to integrate this hint system with
their IDE, making it more accessible to students learning online. In this
demo we will show the hints generated for students in multiple program
states, describe how the algorithm adapts based on the amount of work
a student has accomplished and how far they are from their goal, and
demonstrate how new problems can be added to the system, both with
and without prior sets of student data.
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Introduction

In any intelligent tutoring system, a student who is working on an individual
problem needs to be able to access feedback and hints in order to progress independently in their work. In programming, feedback is usually accessible through
automatic assessment [1], but hints are harder to generate when students are
working on problems in an open-ended environment. Our recent research has
shown that it is possible to use large corpuses of student data to generate hints
automatically through the use of path construction algorithms [3]. We build on
that research in the system presented here, with additional focus on how hint
messages are formatted to align with the student’s original intentions.
The system we describe is integrated into CloudCoder, an online IDE that
lets teachers share problems across classes and assign work to their students
online [2]. CloudCoder also provides students with compiler and test case feedback. We have extended this IDE by integrating a hint button which connects
the CloudCoder server to our hint generation server, thereby allowing remote
handling of hint messages (see Figure 1).
The hints generated by our system attempt to guide the student to the closest
possible solution by indicating where they need to make a change, the current
code that needs to be changed, and the new code that will take its place. In this

Fig. 1. An example of a hint produced for a student who has made a small error while
programming, shown in CloudCoder.

demo we show a variety of hint messages that can be generated and explain how
they are constructed within the system.
We will also demonstrate a few methods that can be used to create the
solution space used to generate hints for the problems. These methods include
gathering process data or final solutions from students, and also having the
teacher generate multiple solutions ahead of time to pre-populate the solution
space. We will give the members of the workshop the opportunity to generate
solutions that can become part of a solution space for a new problem, and then
test the resulting space to see how well it performs for a new incorrect solution.
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